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WELCOME TO THE MBA TEAM RODD LOUGEE AND GARY ROHM

F EATURED MBA S UPPORTER

This month’s featured MBA supporter is:
Audette’s ACE Harhware located in
Winthrop, Maine
Thanks for supporting the Maine
Bowhunters Association !

Editor’s Report By: Val Marquez
In the early 90’s Gary Rohm enrolled into one of my Archery/Bowhunting
classes that I held at Waterboro High School. From the beginning I noticed that Gary
was an experienced bowhunter and I relied on him to help with the newer students.
Over the years Gary and I met from time to time; however, our friendship was
renewed when Gary started working at Kittery Trading Post, a place I frequent often.
Gary has been my archery technician and has set up most of my bows over the years;
he always does an great job. Recently Gary has taken the Southern Region Representative position and will be helping Steve Gray and myself in that capacity.
Rodd Lougee (see cover photo and his article elsewhere) has become a Southeastern Region Representative. Rodd lives in Winterport and loves to bowhunt actually he’s passionate about it; just the type of new blood our organization needs.
Both Gary and Rodd bring fresh ideals and experience to the MBA and I look
forward to working with them.
Val Marquez

President’s Report
Looking for MBA Regional Representatives
In the next few months we will be trying to bring more regional representatives on board in the Maine
Bowhunters Association. We want to both grow our organization from the ground up, and also be able to do
some task sharing in each of the regions. We don't want to over task any of our representatives, and having a
few more of them will help spread out the work. It will also provide us with individuals who can take on Director and Officer positions in the future.
Every organization needs to bring in and cultivate new blood if it is to survive the long haul. It will also
bring new voice to our organization. Hopefully members who might like to see things done differently will get
more involved and bring their voices to the table. It's one thing to find things to complain about. It's another
thing to get involved and make change take place. If you're interested in taking a more active role in the Maine
Bowhunters Association please contact me via email at huntfish@tdstelme.net or via my cell phone at 207-7175123. We have a great organization, and it's the hard working people within the organization that make it that
way.
We will also be looking at how to better serve our membership; primarily those who don't use the internet. Our new digital newsletter looks fantastic. The color photos and advertisements are a huge improvement
to the old paper (hard copy) version. We can all thank Val Marquez for the work he's done on it. However,
there is a segment of our membership that doesn't use the internet and are not getting the full advantage of an
MBA membership. We are looking into solutions to this issue. The major problem is the extra cost associated
with printing and mailing out these paper versions of the newsletter. If you have input/suggestions please let us
know at a meeting, via email, or a phone call.

Southern Region
Report
By: Steve Gray

I work with numbers a lot at my paying
job, and there’s nothing like a good statistic. So I
ventured into the IF&W website in search of some
numbers. Specifically, the deer harvest numbers
for York County.
I accessed the statewide harvest information for 2005 through 2011 and plugged the data
into one of my favorite tools, the spreadsheet.
What I found was good news for southern Maine

hunters. There has been a steady increase in the
percentage of deer harvest attributed to York
County. The data reflects a steady increase in the
percentage from 8.4 in 2005 to 11.9 in 2011. The
average annual deer harvest is slightly below
2,300 animals.
Statewide, bow hunters harvest, on average, 1,920 deer annually over the seven year period. As a result of a conversation with one of the
IF&W biologists, I found that they stopped trying
to split out the regular archery and expanded
archery harvest numbers because they weren’t
comfortable that the split was accurate.
If you like a good statistic ,too then look at
the reports for deer, bear, moose and turkey at:
http://www.maine.gov/ifw/hunting_trapping/
hunting/harvest.htm
Check our website for upcoming 3D shoots. Great
practice and great fun.

How to submit articles And Ads
The Maine Bowhunter welcomes submissions from all MBA members. If you've got
something you would like to share with the MBA membership, send it along. We want
to hear from you. Stories, photos, hot topics, even gripes are welcome. Try to keep
stories to 500 words or less. Please note the following dates for submission of material.

The Maine Bowhunter is a web-based newsletter provided to the committed
members of the Maine Bowhunters Association every other month, six times
per year.
Ad rates are for camera-ready copy; some assistance in designing ads can also be provided at our discretion. Submissions by e-mail or on disk are preferred in either MS
Word or Adobe .pdf format.
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Send material to: Val Marquez editor@mainebowhunters.org
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October Afternoon by Bill Valleau
It was about 5 in the afternoon on opening day of the regular archery season. It was the first time I was
hunting from this tree stand and my hopes were high. The stand was situated in the corner of a 35-acre field, lined
with oak and apple trees along with old growth pines. A large oak tree was 30 yards away from my stand and acorns
littered the field. It was a beautiful fall afternoon with a slight breeze. The maple trees had started to turn to variations of reds and yellows, crows were calling back and forth and in the distance there were sounds of a deer rifle being sighted in. It was a great day to be in a deer stand with my bow.
As daylight was fading the sky became cloudy. The squirrels, chick-a-dees and crows had retired for the day.
The air was calm, then without hesitation, a mature doe walked into the field with a yearling doe following closely
behind. I could see dark silhouettes moving in the far corner of the field, deer were coming out to feed. I watched
the doe and yearling feed below the oak and work within 20 yards of my stand. I decided if the doe gave me a broadside shoot I was going to shoot.
The doe, without warning, blew and ran to the center of the field with the smaller deer bounding behind
her. My shoot opportunity for the night was gone. I watched the deer, and they seemed to relax and resumed feeding. Out of the corner of my eye, a large brown object appeared to the left of my stand. It was a buck, not making
a sound, it was watching the does. A hemlock was between me and the buck, but if it moved forward only 10 yards
or so I would have a clear shot. I said to myself, this is my deer and as if it heard me, he moved and started to trot
towards the big oak tree. I pulled up my bow and came to full draw as the deer came into the shooting lane, steadying my green, 20-yard sight pin on the buck’s ribcage and shot. I heard the very distinct sound of an arrow and
broad head hitting a deer. The buck bolted out of the field. I sat back, hung my bow on a branch, closed my eyes for
a second to say, thank you; started to shake, took out my cell phone and called my wife. I waited an hour before
tracking my deer and was able to recover the deer quickly after following the blood trail for 60 yards. The buck had
a 4 point rack and weighed 150 pounds, actually it was a two point because one of its antlers had been broken off;
probably when it was still in velvet.
When I think back to that October afternoon, I remember what a perfect day it was to be in the woods with
my bow. I hope all bow hunters get the opportunity to have their own memorable October afternoon.
Bill Valleau
184 Magog RD
Searsmount, ME 04973
Email: bvalleau33@hotmail.co,
Phone: (207)342-3483

My First Bow Whitetail
By Rodd Lougee
October 2010 had proven to be a challenging month in my pursuit of deer. The few days I had taken off at
the beginning of the month, along with the following Saturdays, had been very windy. I wasn’t seeing deer and was
getting discouraged. When the 23rd came around it was yet again breezy, I didn’t have high expectations. The wind
was strong enough to deter me from climbing the tree in my normal spot near my brother’s home.
Having located another spot in an apple orchard nearby that I could hunt from the ground with the wind in
my favor. I brought along a stool and fashioned a makeshift ground blind behind a fallen tree. If things went right,
I’d have an 18-yard shot through a wide lane.
As the sun set, the wind settled. With ten minutes to go before the end of legal shooting time, I detected
movement to my left. A lone doe walked at 14 yards, headed for my shooting lane! As she passed behind the last
tree before entering my lane, I drew my bow. With a mouth grunt to stop her, I settled the sight’s pin, took the
shot, and saw my Lumenok disappear.
The doe took off, making a semi-circle and headed into the woods. I felt it was a good shot, but was confused by the disappearance of my lighted nock. Had I shot low, snaking the arrow underground? After several minutes I got up and studied the area where the doe had been standing. I could find no blood, and no arrow. Enlisting
the help of my brother, we searched a wider area, still turning up no blood trail.
Dejected, I drove home second-guessing myself all the way. The next morning I got a call from my brother,
who checked the area again with the benefit of daylight. He found blood! The 30-minute drive was the polar opposite of the night before, with emotions running high. We followed the sparse blood trail, losing it, and picking it up
again. We came to an open area 75 yards from where I shot and lost the trail. Splitting up, we explored the clearing. I rounded a bend, and in a moment I’ll never forget, saw the telltale white-belly of a deer lying in the tall grass.
I shouted to the others that I had found her! I had hit the deer slightly back in the liver, which helped explain the
poor blood trail.
With the deer dressed and tagged, I went back to the spot where she had stood, still unsure what had become of my arrow. Afterwards I found the arrow in some brush fifteen yards beyond where it impacted the deer.
When passing through, the Lumenok had loosened just enough to break the circuit, causing the light to go out.
It may not have been the huge-racked deer that we all dream of, but that day was one of the most satisfying I’ve ever
had in the woods, and now I’m just trying to recreate that feeling with new adventures.

Audetts’s Ace Hardware
22 Peck Farm Road
Winthrop, ME 04364
(207)377-2711
Central Maine Archery, LLC,
PO Box 1297
Auburn, ME 04211-1297
(207)345-9503
http://www.centralmainearchery.com

LL Bean
95 Main Street
Freeport, ME 04032
(207)865-1082
http://www.llbean.com

The Old Town Archery Shop, 300
Main St. Old Town, ME 04468
(207)827-9489
http://
www.oldtownarcheryshop.com
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2011 MBA Big Game Stat Report
by Deanna Page

The 2012 Fall hunting seasons are right
around the corner. Did you get a Spring turkey?
Congratulations and send in your stat sheet
please. There is a newly designed stat sheet, we
have removed some items that really are not important for the stat collecting. The new stat sheet
will be posted on the web-site and in an upcoming newsletter, PLEASE use it for all the animals
you take with your bow.
In 2011,with a total of 60 stat sheets
turned in, we had 16 in-state bucks ranging from
50 – 204 lbs. The average weight of the bucks
was 127 lbs. Average shot distance 16 yards.
The top buck was taken by Jeff Hopkins long
time MBA member and officer. Jeff took the
buck on property he has hunted for years. With
little time to scout, he went out on a day after
work and had a spike within bow range, but had
no shot opportunity due to goldenrods covering
the vitals. He planned another visit as soon as
possible, getting out of work early he did some
trimming and put up his stand. After going back
out to the truck to clean up and change he was on
stand. Two hours later when the buck came by, it
wasn’t the spike he had seen, it was a massive 11
pointer that stepped into view. Within 5 seconds
Jeff placed the arrow in the vitals of the biggest
buck of his life; Congratulations Jeff.
Stan Skolfield took a nice 8 point, 170 lb
buck using a Trophyline Treesaddle he has used
it for two years. I have used mine a few times
and find it to be a great portable way to hunt.
Stan’s success has encouraged me to use mine
more.
There were two out of state bucks entered. Brad Magoon took an 8 point, 175 lb buck

Kansas and his cousin Leif Dahlin took a 5
point, 166 lb buck in NY.
The total for in state does were 20, the
average weight was 100.1, with an average shot
distance of 14.75 yards. Brad Magoon harvested
the two biggest does at 145 and 140. Leif Dahlin
killed a total of 6 does in 2011. First time bowhunter Lance Farrar had a great year, too. He
harvesting 2 bucks including a 7 point, 185lb and
4 does in his first season; Congratulations.
There was a total of 11 in state turkeys
turned in. The largest was taken by Perry Hatch
at 22.75lbs, just squeaking by Reggie Rouse’s 22
lb tom; both were great toms! Bill Black also had
some luck with his longbow and harvested 2 turkeys using wooden arrows and feathers! The average weight of the 11 turkeys was 16.39 lbs
with an average shot distance of 13.55 yards.
We had two firsts on black bear in 2011.
John Bennett took his first ever bow kill on a
232.6 lb bear and Tina Richard took her first
bear by bow weighing in at 105 lbs.
John Dupal and Brad Magoon helped the deer
population by taking a coyote. Adain Coffin and
Jerome Richard each put some nice meat in the
freezer taking a wild boar. Craig Smith was
lucky enough to get a moose permit and even
luckier to take a 5 point, 505 lb bull with a bow!
Mathews lead the way with a total of 23
kills (helped out a great deal by Brad & Leif),
Hoyt was a second with 12 kills.

Bill Valleau and daughter shooting with her new
bow.

The Innovators in

Digital Call Technology
1-888-239-5133
www.phantomcalls.com

300 Main St., Old Town, ME. 04468

1-888-827-9489
www.oldtownarcheryshop.com

Your Archery Pro-Shop
12 20 30 yard indoor shooting lanes
3-D Course and TECHNO-VIDEO HUNTING
Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday Noon til 8:00
PM, Sat. 10:00-5:00, Sun. Noon-5:00 (8:00 am-6:00pm
on tournament days)

Education Report
By Jerome Richard

Outdoor Education Update
I spoke with Mike Sawyer,
Recreational Safety Director for
IF&W, on August 1st to see if there
were anymore updates on changes
to any of the Outdoor Education
Classes such as Archery Hunter
Education. Mike said that the department is still working on developing a class that would cover all
the “core subjects’ such as Map &
Compass, First Aid, Survival, Landowner Relations and Ethics that are
repeated in other classes. Once
any individual takes the core class,
then the student would be eligible
to take all the other safety classes
within a certain amount of time, say
less than 2 years, and be exempt
from sitting through an entire 10 to
12 hour class for each Hunter,
Bowhunter, Trapper, etc. Again,
this is still in development and I will
update everyone as things progress.
Bowhunting Beaver
The MBA was recently approached by the Department of
Conservation about a proposal to
allow bowhunting of beavers from
April 15th to December 15th of each
year. DOC had submitted this proposal to IF&W as well, but it appears they did not copy it to the
Maine Trappers Association initially. The reason for the DOC proposal was stated as:
“It isn't that we hate the little buggers
nor do we want to eliminate them from
Maine. We just want to keep the numbers in check and land management
costs. It just seems we are spinning
our wheels and caught in a loop with
no end. It is currently impossible to find
enough trappers to legally trap and

effectively reduce numbers now. We
can't afford to pay professional trappers to deal with all the problems.
We are not allowed to carry firearms
in state vehicles and even if we could
there is some resistance to shooting
then since there is no open season
for hunting them. So we are at my
idea.
We should develop and legalize a
bow season (April 15th -December
15th) on beavers. It could be handled
in a number of ways from youth only,
to adults that have written landowner
permission and permit/tag from IFW.
I'd be the first one to buy the new tag
added to my bow license. What do
you think?”

This proposal has many
problems just at face value.
Shooting a gun or bow at such
low angle on flat water is a violation of one of the cardinal safety
rules. Remember the “10 Commandments to Hunter Safety”? If
a bullet or arrow ricochets off the
surface of the water, which it will,
where will it stop? Even with a
bow fishing outfit the problem is
getting close enough to the beaver. If you have ever bow fished
gar, it is done at close range from
the deck of a boat as the gar is
sunning itself at the surface of the
water. A beaver’s eye sight isn’t
going to let you get close. Also,
beaver’s are normally nocturnal
with little activity during the day.
When you do spot them, imagine
the small amount of body exposed for arrow placement.
Other than a bow fishing outfit,
could you imagine the potential
cost and risk with regular archery
equipment? What is the cost of
an arrow and broadhead set-up
especially if you were not able to
retrieve the arrow? At the present
time beavers are not exempt of
the wanton waste law, so if you
were unable to retrieve the beaver then what?
From a trapping stand point, the
beaver fur is worthless between
April thru the fall because the fur

is not in its prime and then a bowhunter puts a hole through the
pelt which isn’t helping the value
either.
I believe the main problem
with nuisance beavers is a lack of
communication between DOC
and IF&W with existing trappers
and other program like the Animal
Damage Control (ADC) agents. A
better way of sharing the data
base on available trappers and
ADC agents between the two departments would resolve the issue. Bowhunters need to stay on
the ethical side of this debate and
realize archery equipment can’t
fix every problem. What are the
risks? How many would take advantage of the opportunity? Does
this method meet the true meaning of a conservationist, i.e., wanton waste, wise use of the resource, what the public’s view
would be?
In speaking with the
Maine Trappers Association, they
are not in support of this proposal
either based on the same belief
of safety, ethics, and wanton
waste of a valuable furbearer.
Skip Trask, Legislative Liaison for
MTA, wrote a great two page article in the MTA newsletter that
details more of the problems with
this issue. Skip has been associated with wildlife issues for over
50 years and was former Deputy
Commissioner of IF&W for about
12 years, as well as, a life-long
trapper.
In a passing conversation
with Commissioner Woodcock on
Saturday, June 16th at an Outdoor Education Workshop at the
Penobscot County Conservation
Association, he said he would not
be in support of the proposal. I
believe DOC would have to be
very convincing and show where
this method has been used successfully in other states before
anyone would consider this idea
again.

The Lowly Shoulder Roast is really an Outstanding Cut of Venison

By John Hunt

In the last issue of Maine Bowhunter Newsletter, I wrote an article about how we get our deer processed. Of
course this varies depending upon how you like to use your venison. We have modified the way we do it for
many years now. One of the cuts we really like is looked at by many as not a quality cut. To us the shoulder
roast rates right up there with the loin steaks. I think if you try the following recipe you may have a new appreciation for the shoulder roast.
As with many recipes there are variables that you'll learn to adjust to, like the size of the roast and the type of
oven you have.
We have learned that the most important thing about cooking venison is that it NOT be overcooked. Venison
tends to become very dry when even slightly overcooked.
Venison Shoulder Roast Recipe
Make sure roast is completely thawed.
Take Lipton Onion soup mix and rub it all over the roast to completely cover it.
Wrap the roast up in bacon.
Wrap the roast in 3 layers of aluminum foil to completely contain all of the juices.
Place in an oven that is pre-heated to 350 degrees for 30 minutes.
Turn temperature down to 250 degrees, and slow cook for about 2 to 3 hours, depending upon the size of the
roast.
Remove the roast from the oven.
Gently unwrap the roast trying no to lose the juices.
Pour the juices in a small sauce pan for making gravy.
Remove the bacon from the roast.
Wrap the roast back up quickly and place in oven just to keep it warm. Might be a good idea to turn it down to
about 200 degrees.
Pan fry the bacon to crisp and crumble it up. Then place aside.
Gravy
Add a dash of salt and pepper to 1 tablespoon of corn starch.
Mix 2 tablespoons of very cold water and about 1 tablespoon of corn starch for gravy thickener, and put aside.
Add about 1/2 cup to 1 cup of water to roast drippings so you have plenty of gravy.
Get the drippings boiling, stirring constantly.
Once the drippings are boiling, slowly stir in the cornstarch and water.
Add the crisped bacon bits to the gravy.
Remove the roast from the oven and serve immediately, as venison can dry out quickly. We like this served
with mashed potatoes and corn.
I have to confess that this is my wife's creation
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The Maine Bowhunters Association thanks all men and
woman that have served in our Armed Forces. We thank the
Soldiers who are serving in the War on Terrorism who selflessly risk their lives each day to make the world a safer place.

